Rubric for CLA Faculty Grant Selection Committee

Rank each category from 1 (very weak) to 5 (very strong)

**Justification**
Will the requested funding enrich academic programs at CLU? Does it impact a large number of students and/or provide significant benefits in terms of equipment, instrumentation, technology, training, experiential learning, cultural exposure, etc…

**Need**
Is CLA an appropriate source for this funding request? Why are other funding options inadequate or not being pursued?

**Broader Impacts**
How has the applicant positively interacted with the community? Is this likely to increase, decrease, or stay the same as a result of funding this proposal? Will the requested support lead to local media exposure, scholarly publications, external funding, etc…?

**Implementation**
Is every item in the budget necessary? Have multiple vendors and potential discounts been explored? Is the schedule for expenditure reasonable?